
Most lighting professionals agree on the need to balance 
outdoor and studio light levels when there is a window in the 
picture. Most often the needed correction is made by applying 
Rosco Color Correction or neutral density filters to the 
windows.

Now these filters can balance the brightness and color 
temperature of the outdoor light quickly and conveniently in 
your studio through the use of a RoscoShades system. The 
system allows you to pull down the correct window filter to suit 
the time of day or lighting conditions. These custom filter 
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shades are made to precisely fit your studio window, so there is no light leak or glare. You can choose the filtration you need 
and have it in place quickly by electronically or manually lowering or retracting the appropriate material.

Manual or motorized controlled RoscoShades allow the user to lower a variety of different densities of Rosco Neutral Density 
Filter, Scrims and Color Correction Filters in front of the windows. By varying the combination of materials, the Lighting 
Director can closely match the exterior exposure to their interior lighting.

RoscoShades use materials and fabrics which meet the quality and color accuracy required by motion picture and television 
studios. These materials are available only with RoscoShades systems and are not sold independently.

• Quick, convenient control of the outside light in studios using windows
• Rosco quality Neutral Density, Scrim and Color correction materials
• Quickly and easily make adjustments as lighting conditions change
• Custom designed to fit your studio windows
• Available in either manual pull chain or motorized systems
• Wireless switch control with an option to add DMX control as well

RoscoShade 60003   ND.3 1-fStop 50% transmission film
RoscoShade 60006   ND.6 2-fStop 25% transmission film
RoscoShade 60009   ND.9 3-fStop 12% transmission film
RoscoShade 60080   CTS Nominal daylight to Tungsten correction
RoscoShade 60085   CTO Nominal daylight to Tungsten correction
RoscoShade Scrim 60   2-fStop 50% transmission black weave fabric
RoscoShade Scrim 90   3-fStop 25% transmission black weave fabric
RoscoShade Blackout 5000  15 0z re-enforced graphic vinyl


